ACCEPTABLE USE POLICY
1
1.1

Introduction
Usage. This Schedule is an addition to and forms an integral part of the General Terms and Conditions, hereafter
referred as the "Main Agreement". This Schedule is to be used solely in conjunction with and within the context of
the Main Agreement. In addition to the Terms and Conditions of the Main Agreement, your use of the Client
Managed Dedicated Server Hosting Services is subject to the following additional terms and conditions defined
below.

1.2

Purpose. This Acceptable Use Policy (also known as AUP), is a description of types of activities that are not allowed
on the Supplier’s network. The Internet is still evolving, and the ways in which the Internet may be abused are also
still evolving. Therefore, we may from time to time amend this AUP as set out below to further detail or describe
reasonable restrictions on your use of our services. Your continued use of the services will be an acceptance of the
AUP as it is changed from time to time.

1.3

Changes. We may change the AUP to reflect changes in law, regulation or accepted industry practice by posting
any changes on our website on our Contact Us page, to take effect 15 days from the date of posting provided that
we inform you at least 15 days in advance via the online ticketing system. In the event that the change materially
adversely affects your ability to use the Services, then you can terminate the Agreement by 30 days formal written
notice.

1.4

Violations. This AUP forms part of the terms of your Agreement with us and your Services may be suspended or
terminated for breach of this AUP in accordance with the hosting services agreement. You are responsible for
violations of this policy by you or anyone using your service, whether authorised by you or not.

1.5

Disclaimer. We are under no duty, and by this AUP are not deemed to undertake a duty, to monitor or police our
customers’ activities and we disclaim any responsibility for any misuse of our network.

2

Internet Abuse

You may not use our network to engage in illegal, abusive, or irresponsible behaviour, including:
2.1

Unauthorised Access. Gain or attempt to gain unauthorised access to or use of data, services, systems or
networks, including any attempt to probe, scan or test the vulnerability of a system or network or to breach
security or authentication measures without express authorisation of the owner of the system or network.

2.2

Monitoring. Monitoring data or traffic on any network or system without the authorisation of the owner of the
system or network, collecting information by deceit, including, but not limited to Internet scamming (tricking other
people into releasing their passwords), password robbery, phishing, security hole scanning, and port scanning.

2.3

Misrepresentation. Use of an Internet account or computer without the owner’s authorisation or misrepresenting
yourself as other computer networks and users.

2.4

Packet Manipulation. Use of any false, misleading or deceptive TCP-IP packet header or any part of the header
information in an e-mail or a newsgroup posting.

2.5

Reprisals. Any activity or conduct that is likely to result in retaliation against our network.

2.6

Breach of Law. Any activity or conduct that is likely to be in breach of any applicable laws, codes or regulations on
data protection, internet proxy services, voice over IP services.
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2.7

Viruses. Introducing intentionally or knowingly into the Service any virus or other contaminating program or fail to
use an up to date virus-scanning program on all material downloaded from the Services or use of the service to
distribute software that covertly gathers information about a user or covertly transmits information about the
user.

2.8

Spam. Sending unsolicited e-mails (“spam”).

2.9

Network Attacks. Interference with service to any user, host or network including, without limitation, mail
bombing, flooding, deliberate attempts to overload a system and broadcast attacks or any activity or conduct that
unreasonably interferes with our other customers’ use of our services.

2.10

IP Addresses. Use of any IP address than those IP addresses that have been assigned to you by our staff or our
systems.

2.11

Blacklists. You may not take any action which directly or indirectly results in any of our IP space being listed on any
abuse database.

2.12

Penetration Testing. You may not attempt to probe, scan, penetrate or test the vulnerability of a Supplier’s
system or network or to breach our security or authentication measures, whether by passive or intrusive
techniques without our prior written consent.

3
3.1

Bulk Commercial E-Mail
Bulk Email. You may not use the Suppliers Managed Mail Service to send bulk mail. Please see the applicable
Product Terms and Conditions for those services. You may use your dedicated hosted system to send bulk mail,
subject to the restrictions in this Acceptable Use Policy.

3.2

Direct Marketing. Under the European Directive 2002/58/CE of 12 July 2002 on privacy and electronic
communications, the use of e-mail for direct marketing is only allowed to recipients who have given their prior
consent. We acknowledge that market research is not considered as direct marketing within the meaning of the
Directive above, and therefore, the requirements set out below don’t apply to bulk e-mails for market research
purposes. You must obtain our advance approval for any bulk commercial e-mail other than for market research
purposes, for which you must be able to demonstrate the following to our reasonable satisfaction:
a.

Your intended recipients have given their consent to receive e-mail via some affirmative means, such as an
opt-in procedure;

b.

Your procedures for soliciting consent include reasonable means to ensure that the person giving consent is
the owner of the e-mail address for which the consent is given;

c.

You retain evidence of the recipient’s consent in a form that may be promptly produced within 72 hours of
receipt of recipient’s or our requests to produce such evidence;

d.

The body of the e-mail must include information about where the e-mail address was obtained, for example,
“You opted in to receive this e-mail promotion from our Web site or from one of partner sites,” and
information on how to request evidence of the consent, for example, “If you would like to learn more about
how we received your email address please contact us at abuse@yourdomain.com;

e.

You have procedures in place that allow a recipient to revoke their consent – such as a link in the body of the
e-mail, or instructions to reply with the word “Remove” in the subject line and such revocations of consent are
implemented within 72 hours;
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f.

You must post an abuse@yourdoman.com e-mail address on the first page of any Web site associated with the
e-mail, you must register that address at abuse.net, and you must promptly respond to messages sent to that
address;

g.

You must have a Privacy Policy posted for each domain associated with the mailing;

h.

You have the means to track anonymous complaints;

i.

You may not obscure the source of your e-mail in any manner. Your e-mail must include the recipients e-mail
address in the body of the message or in the “TO” line of the e-mail.

3.3

Privacy Standards. These policies apply to messages sent using your Hosting service or network, or to messages
sent from any network by you or any person on your behalf that directly or indirectly refer the recipient to a site
hosted via your Hosting service. You may not use third party e-mail services that do not have similar procedures for
all its customers.

3.4

Compliance Monitoring. We may test and monitor your compliance with these requirements, including requesting
opt-in information from a random sample of your list at any time.

3.5

Unsolicited E-Mail. You may not send any unsolicited e-mail, whether commercial or non-commercial in nature, to
any person who has indicated that they do not wish to receive it.

4
4.1

Prohibited Traffic
Offensive Content. Content “published or transmitted” via our network or equipment includes Web content, email, bulletin board postings, chat, and any other type of posting, display or transmission that relies on the
Internet. You may not publish, display or transmit via our network and equipment any content that we reasonably
believe is or contains:
a.

Constitutes or encourages child pornography or is otherwise obscene, sexually explicit or morally repugnant.

b.

Excessively violent, incites violence, threatens violence, or contains harassing content or hate speech.

c.

Is unfair or deceptive under the consumer protection laws of any jurisdiction, including chain letters and
pyramid schemes.

d.

Is defamatory or violates a person’s or entity’s privacy.

e.

Creates a risk to a person’s safety or health, creates a risk to public safety or health, compromises national
security, or interferes with an investigation by law enforcement bodies.

f.

Improperly exposes trade secrets or other confidential or proprietary information of another person or
infringes another person’s trade or service mark, patent, or other property right;

g.

Is intended to assist others in defeating technical copyright protections;

h.

Is discriminatory in any way, including by way of sex, race, or age discrimination;

i.

Facilitates any activity or conduct that is or may be defamatory, pornographic, obscene, indecent, abusive,
offensive or menacing;

j.

Involves theft, fraud, drug-trafficking, money laundering or terrorism;
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k.

Includes Internet Content that provides information on purchasing, manufacturing, promoting and using
illegal drugs.

l.

Includes Internet Content that provides online dating or matchmaking which contradicts with the ethics and
morals of the UAE.

m. Includes Internet Content that is relevant to gambling or such as gambling links, tips, sports picks, lottery
results, as well as horse, car or boat racing.
n.

Includes Internet Content that allows access to services which are prohibited in accordance with the TRA’s
Voice over Internet Protocol Policy.

o.

Includes Internet Content under a Top Level Domain names which offends against, is objectionable to, or is
contrary to the public interest, public morality, public order, or is otherwise prohibited by any applicable UAE
law.

4.2

p.

Is otherwise illegal or solicits conduct that is illegal under laws applicable to you or to us;

q.

Is otherwise malicious, fraudulent, or may to result in retaliation against us by offended viewers.

Export Control. The Services may not be used by persons, organisations, companies or any such other legal entity
or unincorporated body, including any affiliate or group company, which violates export control laws and/or is
involved with or suspected of involvement in activities or causes relating to:

4.3

a.

Illegal gambling

b.

Terrorism

c.

Narcotics trafficking

d.

Arms trafficking or the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction

e.

Including any affiliation with others whatsoever who sponsor or support the above such activities or causes.

Copyrighted Material. You may not use our network or equipment to download, publish, distribute, or otherwise
copy in any manner any text, music, software, art, image or other work protected by copyright law unless (i) You
have been expressly authorised by the owner of the copyright for the work to copy the work in that manner; and
(ii) You are otherwise permitted by copyright law to copy the work in that manner.

5

Cooperation with Legal Investigations

We may monitor any content or traffic belonging to you or to users for the purposes of ensuring that the Services are
used lawfully. We may intercept or block any content or traffic belonging to you or to users where Services are being used
unlawfully or not in accordance with this AUP and you do not stop or provide us with an acceptable reason within 7 days
of receipt of a formal written notice from us. We may, without notice to you:
a.

Report to the appropriate authorities any conduct by you that we believe violates applicable law, and

b.

Provide any information we have about you, or your users or your traffic and cooperate in response to a formal
or informal request from a law enforcement or regulatory agency investigating any such activity, or in response
to a formal request in a civil action that on its face meets the requirements for such a request.
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c.

If we are legally required to permit any relevant authority to inspect your content or traffic, you agree we can
provided however that where possible without breaching any legal or regulatory requirement we give you
reasonable prior notice of such requirement and an opportunity to oppose and/or attempt to limit such
inspection in each case to the extent reasonably practicable.

6
6.1

Shared Systems
Interference with Normal Operations. You may not use any shared system provided by the Supplier in a way that
unnecessarily interferes with the normal operation of the shared system, or that consumes a disproportionate
share of the resources of the system, including but not limited to scripts, code, or any polling of the system that
increases system load. For example, we may prohibit the automated or scripted use of Hosting Services if it has a
negative impact on the Hosting system, or we may require you to repair coding abnormalities in your code if it
unnecessarily conflicts with other customers’ use of the same server or network.

6.2

Access Control. You agree that we may automatically block any such access to protect our servers and other
customers, and we may quarantine or delete any data stored on a shared system if the data is infected with a virus,
or is otherwise corrupted, and has the potential to infect or corrupt the system or other customers' data that is
stored on the same system.

6.3

Resource Limits. In addition to the above, use of a shared system is considered unacceptable if:
a.

For shared hosting, your load average over a 20 second period will not exceed more than 5 seconds of CPU
time.

b.

For VPS dedicated hosting your total load average over a 5 minute period will not exceed 100% of the total
allocated processing resource or exceed 100% of the total allocated memory resource at any time.

c.

Unless explicitly stated on your invoice, bandwidth is limited and accounts will be suspended as soon as the
limit is reached.

6.4

Upgrade Option. In the event you exceed the resource limits of your package, the supplier will provide a quote to
upgrade the specification of your service plan. If you do not choose to upgrade your package your account will be
reactivated after the first and second suspension. On the third suspension your account will remain suspended
until you either upgrade your package or the Supplier terminates your account for violation of acceptable use
policy.

7
7.1

Other
Contact Information. You must have valid and current information on file with your domain name registrar for any
domain hosted on our network.

7.2

Security. You must use anti-virus, firewalls and security software and perform regular scans of all equipment that
is used to access your service.

7.3

Passwords. Your passwords should consist of at least 8 mixed alpha and numeric characters with case variations.
You should not permit a common word to be used as a password. You must protect the confidentiality of your
password, and you should change your password regularly.

7.4

Messaging. You must comply with the rules and conventions for postings to any bulletin board, chat group or
other forum in which you participate, such as IRC and USENET groups including their rules for content and
commercial postings. These groups usually prohibit the posting of off-topic commercial messages, or mass
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postings to multiple forums. You must comply with the rules of any other network you access or participate in
using our services.

8

Consequences of Violation of Acceptable Use Policy

8.1

Charges. You are strictly responsible for the use of your Hosting service in breach of this AUP, including use by
your customers, and including unauthorised use that you could not have prevented. We will charge you our
standard hourly rate for work on any breach of the AUP together with the cost of equipment and material needed
to:

8.2

a.

Investigate or otherwise respond to any suspected violation of this AUP;

b.

Remedy any harm caused to us or any of our customers by the use of your service in violation of this AUP;

c.

Respond to complaints; and

d.

Have our Internet Protocol numbers removed from any “blacklist”.

e.

We will terminate the Service of copyright infringers in accordance with the General Terms and Conditions.

Suspension, Termination and Indemnification Grounds. In addition to the other grounds for suspension and
termination of the Main Agreement, we may suspend your Hosting Services or terminate the Agreement
immediately and without notice if:
a.

You use your Hosting Service in violation of the use restrictions in the Agreement, including those in the AUP.

b.

Your Mail Service email address, domain name or related IP number(s) is/are blacklisted by any third party.

c.

The Supplier is retaliated against as a result of your email, regardless of whether you are in breach of the AUP or
other part of the Agreement, or are otherwise at fault.

d.

We receive excessive or repeated complaints from your email recipients, regardless of whether you are in
breach of this AUP or are otherwise at fault. Complaints from email recipients and third party abuse agencies
(e.g. SpamHaus or Spamcop) shall be deemed proof of the facts stated therein unless you provide compelling
evidence to the contrary.
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